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A 6-DoF maneuvering model for the rapid estimation of hydrodynamic 
actions in deep and shallow waters 
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Maritime Technology Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Aalto University, Espoo, Finland   
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A B S T R A C T   

We present a modular mathematical model and a reference technique for the rapid estimation of maneuvering 
trajectories and motion time histories of single- and twin-screw propulsion ships. Heave, roll and pitch radiation 
damping are estimated from a non-linear unified seakeeping/maneuvering time-domain tool using numerical 
decay tests and then implemented to a 6–DoF model in the form of critical damping and natural period. Short 
waves are idealised by numerical integration along the vessel’s waterline profile and associated hydrodynamic 
actions are implemented in a response curve format. For the rapid assessment of hull in-plane hydrodynamic 
forces, derivatives are implemented via semi-empirical methods, CFD or model test data. Results are validated 
against experiments available for zig-zag and turning cycle trajectories of vessels with different hull forms and 
propulsion configurations. It is concluded that the approach presented is feasible for the prediction of maneu-
vering trajectories of existing or new-build vessels and for estimating the evasive velocity in way of contact 
before grounding.   

1. Introduction 

Despite progress in international maritime safety standards mitiga-
tion of risks associated with ship navigation routed accidents (e.g. col-
lisions, groundings, etc.) remain challenging. In 2017, 3145 ship 
incidents and casualties were reported in EMCIP. These incidents 
resulted in 26 ships lost, 106 fatalities and 957 injuries (EMSA, 2019). 
Based on the same data records it may be concluded that from 2011 to 
2016 more than 60% of casualties resulted from flooding. During this 
period, the passenger ship segment that represents 23% of the fleet at 
risk was the second highest contributor to all marine casualties. Over the 
same period, 172 ships sunk, primarily due to collision followed by 
foundering. These two categories account for almost 50% of the fatal-
ities recorded. 

These alarming accident records could be attributed to the in-
adequacy of safety regulations (e.g. SOLAS, 2007) to control risks 
associated with vessel dynamic behavior pertaining to ship design and 
operations under rare or extreme conditions. With the later in mind, this 
paper presents a rapid 6-DoF maneuvering model that could be useful 
for the evaluation of ship dynamic response before, during and after a 
hard grounding event. The method presented is original in terms of 
simultaneously evaluating (1) coupled heave/pitch and roll ship 

motions, (2) velocities in way of contact, (3) 6-DOF evasive maneuvers 
in a way that accounts for all pertinent phenomena involved along a 
ship’s traveled path (e.g. waves, shallow water effects) and applies to 
modern single- and twin-screw vessels. Selected key ship parameters of 
relevance to ship evasiveness and associated navigation routed acci-
dents in restricted waters are taken under consideration. Such condi-
tions may be representative of many collision and grounding events 
(Kujala et al., 2009; Pagiaziti et al., 2015; Schröder-Hinrichs et al., 
2012). 

For completeness, the effects of shallow water, short waves, different 
propulsion and steering arrangements on maneuvering motions are 
discussed in detail. The new elements of the method are verified, and the 
method is validated using three well-documented experiments that 
represent different rudder/propeller combinations (Chillcce and el 
Moctar, 2018; SIMMAN, 2020) and data of modern Twin Propeller Twin 
Rudder (TPTR) passenger vessel provided by a shipyard. 

2. Literature review 

Since the 1970’s various mathematical models have been derived 
and validated with the aim to represent the influence of maneuvering 
and seakeeping motions on ship dynamics (Beck et al., 1989; ITTC, 
2017a; Matusiak, 2017). Traditionally maneuvering dynamics have 
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Nomenclature 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CoG Center of Gravity 
DOF Degrees of Freedom 
DTC Duisburg Test Case 
DTMB David Taylor Model Basin 
EEDI Energy Efficiency Design Index 
EMCIP European Marine Casualty Information Platform 
EMSA European Maritime Safety Agency 
FEA Finite Element Analysis 
FSB Floodstand Ship B 
FSI Fluid-Structure Interaction 
IMO International Maritime Organization 
ITTC International Towing Tank Conference 
KRISO Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering 
KVLCC2 KRISO Very Large Crude Carrier - 2 
MMG Maneuvering Modeling Group 
ONRT Office of the Naval Research Tumblehome 
PMM Planar Motion Mechanism 
RANS Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes 
SOLAS Safety of Life at Sea 
SPSR Single propeller and single rudder 
TPTR Twin propeller and twin rudder 
Ae/A0 Blade area ratio 
AL, AT Lateral and transversal area of ship structure above 

waterline (m2) 
ARmov Lateral moveable rudder area (m2) 
Awp Waterplane area (m2) 
aH Coefficient of increase lateral force at rudder due to the 

presence of hull 
B Beam of the ship (m) 
CB Ship block coefficient 
CD0 Rudder frictional drag coefficient 
CL, CD Rudder lift and drag coefficient 
CT Ship resistance coefficient 
CTh Thrust loading coefficient 
Crud Rudder cord length (m) 
Cv,Cvdeep Viscous coefficient in shallow and deep water 
D Diameter of the propeller (m) 
DS Steady turning circle diameter (m) 
Fn Froude number 
Fφst Centrifugal force in a steady turning circle (N) 
GMT0,GML0 Transverse and longitudinal initial metacentric height 
g Acceleration of gravity (9.807 m/s2) 
H Depth of the sea (m) 
IX, IY .IZ Roll, pitch and yaw moment of inertia (kg m2) 
KG Vessels’ Center of gravity measured from keel (m) 
K,M,N hydrodynamic moments acting on ship hull in the body 

fixed co-ordinate system (Nm) 
KHull External roll added damping Moment (Nm) 
Krud Rolling moments on rudder in body-fixed system (Nm) 
KSW Short waves roll moment (Nm) 
Kṗ Variation of roll moment due to roll acceleration (Nms2) 
Kṙ Variation of roll moment due to yaw acceleration (Nms2) 
Kv̇ Variation of roll moment due to sway acceleration (Nms2) 
k Wave number (2π/λ) 
kT0, kT1, kT2 2nd order polynomial propeller thrust characteristics 

coefficients 
Lpp Length between perpendiculars (m) 
Mrud Pitching moments on rudder in body-fixed system (Nm) 
Mq̇ Variation in pitch moment due to pitch acceleration 

(Nms2) 
m Mass of the ship (kg, tons) 

NHull External yaw added damping moment (Nm) 
NP Number of propellers 
Nrud Yawing moments on rudder in body-fixed system (Nm) 
NSW Short waves yaw moment (Nm) 
Nv̇ Variation in yaw moment due to sway acceleration (Ns2) 
Nṙ Variation in yaw moment due to yaw acceleration (Nms2) 
n Propeller revolution (rps) 
N′

v, N′

r Effect of sway and yaw linear velocities on yawing moment 
N′

vvv ,N
′

rrr Changes in yaw moment due to higher-order pure sway 
velocity and yaw velocity 

N′

vrr,N
′

vvr Coupled effect of sway and yaw velocity on yaw moment 
p,q, r Angular (roll, pitch & yaw) velocities in the body fixed 

coordinate system (m/s) 
ṗ, q̇, ṙ Angular (roll, pitch & yaw) acceleration in the body-fixed 

coordinate system (rad/s2) 
Rn,Rn+1 Consecutive peaks of undamped response 
r0 Radius of the propeller (m) 
rinf Slipstream radius far downstream (m) 
rx Slipstream radius at rudder centroid (m) 
SR Rudder total wetted area (m2) 
SW Wette surface area of ship (m2) 
T Ship draft (m) 
t Thrust deduction factor 
U,u Instantaneous ship speed (m/s) 
u,v,w Translational (surge, sway & heave) velocities in body- 

fixed coordinate system (m/s) 
u̇, v̇, ẇ Translational (surge, sway & heave) acceleration in body- 

fixed coordinate system (rad/s2) 
VA Propeller advance velocity (m/s) 
Vcorr Velocity correction in propeller slip stream due to 

Turbulent mixing of the flow (m/s) 
Vinf Propeller wash axial velocity far downstream (m/s) 
VS Steady turning circle velocity (m/s) 
Vx Velocity of propeller flow in slipstream region (m/s) 
VX,R Axial flow velocity at rudder (m/s) 
VY,R Radial flow velocity at rudder (m/s) 
w Wake fraction at propeller 
XHull External surge fluid damping forces (N) 
Xprop Propeller Thrust (N) 
Xres Clam water resistance (N) 
Xrud Rudder drag forces (N) 
XSW Short waves surge forces (N) 
Xu̇ Variation in longitudinal force due to surge acceleration 

(Ns2/m) 
X′

vr , X′

vv , X′

rr,X′
vvvv X-directional resistance addition due to ship 

motions in pure sway, pure yaw and coupled influence of 
sway and yaw velocities in the longitudinal direction 

xF Center of floatation (m) 
xG Longitudinal distance of the center of gravity measured 

from midship (m), +ve bow (m) 
xP, xR Longitudinal position of propeller and rudder from 

midship respectively 
X,Y,Z hydrodynamic forces acting on ship hull in the body fixed 

co-ordinate system (N) 
ẊG, ẎG, ŻG Translational velocities in Earth fixed system (m/s) 
YHull External sway fluid damping forces (N) 
Yrud Rudder lift forces (N) 
YSW Short waves sway forces (N) 
Yṗ Variation in lateral force due to roll acceleration (Ns2) 
Yṙ Variation in lateral force due to yaw acceleration (Ns2) 
Yv̇ Variation in lateral force due to sway acceleration (Ns2/m) 
Y′

v , Y′

r Effect of sway and yaw linear velocities on lateral force 
Y′

vrr,Y
′

vvr Coupled effect of sway and yaw velocity on sway force and 
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been modeled in calm seas (i.e. sheltered waters or harbor conditions) 
and aimed to define ship behavior following an operator’s decision. On 
the other hand, the development of seakeeping methods focused on the 
evaluation of motions in waves in the absence of any control in-plane 
actions. Multi-DoF unified seakeeping/maneuvering theories have 
been developed progressively and applied to cases of specialist intact 
ship stability phenomena (Spyrou et al., 2000), ship overtaking sce-
narios (Yu et al., 2019) or solvers used to simulate ship dynamic 
behavior in real conditions (Matusiak, 2017). Modern methods use the 
so-called Maneuvering Modeling Group (MMG) standard methodology 
(Yasukawa and Yoshimura, 2015). They also make use of time-domain 
approaches that combine various levels of hydrodynamic nonlinearity 
(Hirdaris et al., 2016). 

Key academic developments of relevance to this paper can be sum-
marized in two groups namely: (i) the derivation and validation of 
unified models that simulate ship operations in deep or shallow waters 
under varying environmental assumptions and (ii) improved idealiza-
tion of the effects of evasive ship dynamics pertaining to accidental 
events (collisions, groundings, etc.). 

With reference to the former various 4- and 6-DoF models have been 
derived. For example, (Perez et al., 2007), proposed a 4-DoF maneu-
vering model using the equations of motion presented in (Fossen, 2002). 
In their work, a genetic algorithm has been used to adjust the maneu-
vering parameters initially estimated from the 2.5D seakeeping 
approach of (Faltinsen and Zhao, 1991). (Seo and Kim, 2011), presented 
the numerical analysis of ship maneuverability in regular waves. In this 
work Froude-Krylov, diffraction, radiation and 2nd order mean drift 
forces were estimated by a Rankine panel method and hydrodynamic 
actions were added into the maneuvering model as external forces. A 
similar model has been introduced by (Sprenger et al., 2017), who 
assessed the optimum maneuverability of ships to ultimately satisfy 
EEDI requirements (IMO, 2013). In their work, they also accounted for 
2nd order hydrodynamic actions that may influence the water resistance 
and maneuvering derivatives in calm waters. This approach has been 
extended by (Tillig and Ringsberg, 2018) to account for the effects of 
vessel drift and rudder angle when resistance in waves is accounted for. 
With reference to 6-DoF models, notable developments have been 
limited. The unified model presented by (Bailey et al., 2002) remains 
topical. The method combines frequency domain Green function sea-
keeping dynamics in random or irregular seaways with a linear convo-
lution integral to account for the influence of unsteady memory effects 
during ship maneuvering in waves. Although the model is mathemati-
cally robust, wave prediction is not exact. Also, computations may be 

lengthy for use in practical applications primarily because of time var-
iations related to the encounter frequency and heading angles. These 
practical implementation issues are also of relevance to the more 
recently presented model of (Chillcce and el Moctar, 2018). Their 
approach makes use of a Rankine panel method and hydrodynamic co-
efficients by RANS PMM tests in calm waters and regular waves. The 
method of Matusiak (2017) combines maneuvering with a time-domain 
non-linear seakeeping model in a single set of coupled equations of 
motion that are solved simultaneously. Convolution terms are used to 
represent the memory effect of radiation forces in heave, pitch and roll. 
Empirically derived coefficients of in-plane motion components are 
utilized. This model has been applied to reveal the occurrence of large 
amplitude roll motions in stern quartering irregular seas during a 
turning maneuver (Acanfora and Matusiak, 2014; Matusiak and Stigler, 
2012). In the model by Matusiak (2017) external hydrodynamic forces 
acting on the hull are represented by empirical hydrodynamic co-
efficients. A beneficial method that may be used to assess the credibility 
of those on maneuvering is sensitivity analysis over a range of vessels 
progressing along various maneuvering trajectories (e.g. see Gavrilin 
and Steen, 2018 and Sukas et al., 2019). Such approach is considered 
beneficial in terms of qualifying uncertainties associated with modelling 
and simulation assumptions. 

With reference to shallow water effects key developments on the 
influence of ship maneuvering forces and moments have been intro-
duced by (Vantorre, 2001), (Vantorre et al., 2017), (Rotteveel, 2013) 
and (Liu et al., 2015). These authors highlighted the importance of ship 
resistance in shallow and confined waters. Accordingly, it is understood 
that in restricted conditions (i) the tactical diameter of vessels may 
enlarge especially due to hull damping effects; (ii) increases in ship 
resistance may lead to decrease in maneuvering capability and (iii) 
changes in pressure hull distributions may lead to increased hydrody-
namic forces. 

Whereas advances in marine hydrodynamics look promising, work 
on evasive ship dynamics pertaining to accidental events (collisions, 
groundings, etc.) is still very limited and subject to both computational 
uncertainties and costs (Varsta et al., 2004a, 2004b). coupled a 6-DoF 
ship dynamics model with a simplified contact model representing 
hard grounding (Ståhlberg et al., 2013). highlighted the importance of 
ship velocity and time history in determining vessel evasive maneuvers 
in case of collision (Yu and Amdahl, 2016). presented a coupled 
approach for simultaneously calculating structural damage and the 
6-DoF ship motions in ship collisions. 

None of these studies focused on the development of rapid 

yaw moment 
Y′

vvv, Y′

rrr Changes in lateral force (Y′ ) and yaw moment (N′ ) due to 
higher-order pure sway velocity and yaw velocity 

Zq̇ Variation in heave force due to pitch acceleration (Ns2) 
Zẇ Variation in heave force due to heave acceleration (Ns2/m) 
zG Vertical distance of the center of gravity measured from 

midship and still waterline +ve towards keel (m) 
zR Location of rudder centroid measured from waterline (m) 
O − X,Y,Z Earth fixed coordinate system 
o − x,y,z body-fixed coordinate system 
α Effective angle of attack of the flow at rudder (rad, deg) 

Angle between normal of the waterline and wave crest 
αT Draft correction factor in shortwaves 
β Drift angle amidships (rad, deg) 
βR Flow drift angle at rudder (rad, deg) 
βw Wave direction in the earth-fixed coordinate system (rad, 

deg), 180◦ is head waves 
γR Flow-straightening coefficient 
Δr Increase in slipstream radius due to turbulence of the flow 

(m) 

Δz Instantaneous change in heave displacement (m) 
δ Rudder angle (rad,deg), +ve portside 
δlim Limiting rudder angle (deg, rad) 
δT Target rudder angle (deg, rad) 
δ̇ Change in rudder angle with respect to time (rad/sec) 
ζα Wave amplitude (m) 
ζw,ζφ,ζθ Heave, roll and pitch damping ratios 
θ Angle between tangent to the waterline and longitudinal 

axis (rad, deg) 
Λeff Effective aspect ratio 
Λgeom Geometric aspect ratio 
λ Diminishing rudder lift factor 
ρ Water density (kg/m3) 
φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇ Angular velocities in Earth fixed system (rad/s) 
ψ Heading angle, yaw (rad, deg) 
ω0 Circular wave frequency (rad/sec) 
ωδ Rudder rate (rad/sec) 
ωw,ωφ,ωθ Heave, roll and pitch angular frequencies  
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assessment tools that account for the combined influence of seakeeping 
and maneuvering induced dynamics on vessel response during both 
grounding and collision events. Recently (Kim et al., 2020) introduced a 
3D FSI model coupling explicit FEA structural dynamics with seakeep-
ing, maneuvering and calm water resistance. This work re-affirmed the 
importance of developing simplified and accurate tools with the aim to 
practically implement the influence of multiphysics modelling assump-
tions on ship structural crashworthiness and associated rule 
development. 

3. Theory 

The rigid body time domain 6-DoF rapid assessment model intro-
duced in this paper is based on the following assumptions: 

(i) Hull in-plane forces are represented by quasi-steady flow re-
actions and described by non-dimensional coefficients referring 
to motion velocities and accelerations. 

(ii) Short waves are modeled according to (Faltinsen, 1990) and 
(Sakamoto and Baba, 1986). 

(iii) Shallow water idealisations account for increase in ship resis-
tance, changes in added mass/damping as well as changes in 
flow-straightening coefficient, wake fraction and thrust deduc-
tion factors. 

(iv) Heave, pitch and roll motions are assumed to be small and rep-
resented by the linear relations of forces and motion components. 
These are not affected by shallow water. Thus, out of plane mo-
tions are small and GMT0/GML0 are assumed constant.  

(v) The action of short waves is restricted to in-plane motions. Thus, 
the wave-induced heave, pitch and roll are assumed to be 
negligible.  

(vi) For computational economy memory effects are not taken under 
consideration. 

3.1. Motions 

The translational velocities of surge (u), sway (v) and heave (w) and 
rotational degrees of freedom namely roll (p), pitch (q) and yaw (r) are 
shown in Fig. 1. The earth fixed coordinate system is represented as O −

XYZ. The body-fixed coordinate system o − xyz is attached amidships 
(Lpp/2) at a distance xG positive toward the bow. Accordingly, it rests on 
the still waterline passing through the vessel symmetry plane (x-z), with 
the longitudinal (x) axis pointing positive towards the bow, the lateral 
(y) axis directed towards the starboard side and the vertical (z) axis 
pointing downwards. The ship heading forms a positive angle ψ from the 
earth-fixed X-axis to the body-fixed x-axis. The drift angle β is defined at 
amidships with respect to the ship’s longitudinal and lateral velocity 
vectors. The rudder angle δ is positive towards the port side. The change 
of the course of the ship (ψ) is positive during the starboard turn, where 
the rudder angle is negative. 

The ship position is established in the earth-fixed coordinate system 
using a transformation-rotation matrix corresponding to the rotation 
angles φ, θ and ψ about x, y and z-axis respectively (see Fig. 1). The 
translational and angular velocities are transformed from the body- 
coordinate to inertial-coordinate systems as per Fossen (2011). 
Accordingly, the coordinate transformation (see Eq. (1)), is embedded as 
a subblock of the 6-DoF maneuvering model (see Fig. 5). The general 
form of rigid body motion comprises of translation and rotation DoF 
governed by Newton’s 2nd law of motion. Thus, forces representing the 
external loading action on the ship when she progresses with some 
forward speed are expressed by the conservation of linear and angular 
momentum. In principle, hydrodynamic forces act on the CoG of the ship 
with respect to an inertial frame of reference. It is difficult to express 
external forces in such a manner. Hence, the body-fixed coordinate 
system was defined, which is transformed into the inertial frame of 
reference as: 

ẊG = ucos(ψ)cos(θ) + v[cos(ψ)sin(θ)sin(ϕ) − sin(ψ)cos(ϕ)]

+ w[sin(ψ)sin(ϕ)+ cos(ψ)cos(ϕ)sin(θ)]ẎG = usin(ψ)cos(θ)

+ v[cos(ψ)cos(ϕ)+ sin(ϕ)sin(θ)sin(ψ)]
+ w[sin(θ)sin(ψ)cos(ϕ) − cos(ψ)sin(ϕ)]ŻG = − usin(θ) + vcos(θ)sin(ϕ)

+ wcos(θ)cos(ϕ)φ̇= p + qsin(ϕ)tan(θ) + rcos(ϕ)tan(θ)θ̇= qcos(ϕ)

− rsin(ϕ)ψ̇ = q
sin(ϕ)
cos(θ)

+ r
cos(ϕ)
cos(θ)

(1) 

Maneuvering models normally consider that the origin of the body- 
fixed system is not on the CoG but amidships. Therefore, the equation 
of translational and rotational motions was modified as:  

Fig. 1. Coordinate system representing 6-DOF motions of a ship.  

(
m − Xu̇

)
u̇ +

(
mzG − 0.5 Xu̇T

)
q̇ = mrv + mxG

(
r2 + q2) − mwq − mzGpr + ρgAWP(Δz)sin(θ) + XHull + XRes + XProp + XRud + XWind + XSW

(
m − Yv̇

)
v̇ −

(
mzG + Yṗ

)
ṗ +

(
mxG − Yṙ

)
ṙ = m(pw − ru − zGqr − xGpq) − ρgAWP(Δz)sin(ϕ)cos(θ) + YHull + Yrud + Ywind + YSW

[(
m − Zẇ

)
ẇ −

(
mxG + Zq̇

)
q̇ = m

(
uq − vp + zG

(
p2 + q2) − xGrp

)
− ρgAWP(Δz)cos(ϕ)cos(θ) + ρgAWPxFθ

]
− 2ζwωw w

[
−
(
mzG + Kv̇

)
v̇ +

(
IX − Kṗ

)
ṗ +

(
mxGzG − Kṙ

)
ṙ = m(zGur − zGwp − xGzGpq) + (IY − IZ)qr − mgGMT0 sin(ϕ)cos(ϕ)cos(θ) + KHull + KRud + KSW

]
− 2ζϕωϕ p

[(
mzG − 0.5 Xu̇T

)
u̇ −

(
mxG + Zq̇

)
ẇ +

(
IY − Mq̇

)
q̇ = m

(
zGvr − zGwq + xGvp − xGuq + xGzg

(
p2 − r2))+ (IZ − IX)pr − mgGML0 sin(θ)cos(ϕ)cos(θ)

+ρgAWPxFΔz + MRud

]
− 2ζθωθ q

(
mxG − Nv̇

)
v̇ −

(
mxGzG − Kṙ

)
ṗ +

(
IZ − Nṙ

)
ṙ = m(xGwp − xGur + xGzGqr) + (IX − IY)pq − ρg∇( − GML0 cos(θ)

+ GMT0)sin(ϕ)sin(θ) + NHull + NRud + NWind + NSW (2)   
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In Eq. (2) the left-hand side terms correspond to the inertia of the 
ship including added masses and moments of inertia. The mass multi-
plier terms on the right-hand side are the Coriolis and centripetal forces. 
The terms multiple of “g” represent the hydrostatic forces as per (Fossen, 
2011) and (Lewandowski, 2004). The remaining terms describe damp-
ing, control and environmental forces discussed in subsequent sections 
3.2–3.7. The hydrostatic terms in surge, sway and yaw do not affect 
in-plane motions. Instead, they are activated by heave, roll and pitch 
motion components caused by grounding. Mass multipliers on the right 
hand side of Eq. (2) reflect the influence of Coriolis and centripetal 
forces on maneuvering. The linear model of heave, pitch and roll motion 
components given by Eq. (2) requires the knowledge of natural periods 
and critical damping ratios. The natural frequencies of heave, pitch and 
roll motions are presented as follows: 

ωw =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ρgAwp

m − Zẇ

√

ωφ =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
mg GMT

Ix − Kṗ

√

ωθ =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
mg GML

Iy − Mq̇

√

(3) 

The damping ratios ζw, ζφ and ζθ were evaluated by applying the 
nonlinear time domain 6-DoF solver LaiDyn of Matusiak (2017). They 
were evaluated by releasing the ship from an initial input excitation 
encompassing heave-displacement as well as roll and pitch angles and 
performing numerically a decay test. The critical damping ratio was 
evaluated as: 

ζw,φ,θ =
1

2π ln
(

Rn

Rn+1

)

, (4)  

3.2. Hull resistance and propulsion 

The model assumed calm water resistance in a straight course with 
no drift as follows: 

Xres = − 0.5ρU2SwCT
/
(1 − t) (5) 

The initial thrust of the propeller was modeled as the power required 
to overcome hull resistance according to the equation: 

XProp = −
Xres

NP
(6) 

Constant propeller revolutions were then predicted as: 

n=
− kT1VAρD3 +

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
kT1VAρD3

)2
+ 4kT0ρD4

(
V2

AρD2kT2 − XProp
)√

2kT0ρD4 (7) 

Assuming the propeller wake is constant throughout the maneu-
vering motion the instantaneous propeller thrust was defined as: 

XProp = ρn2D4(KT) (8)  

for KT = kT0 +
kT1VA

D
+ kT2

(
VA

D

)2

(9)  

and VA =(1 − w) U (10)  

3.3. Rudder forces 

3.3.1. Single propeller single rudder (SPSR) configuration 
To estimate the slipstream radius, the distance between the propeller 

plane and the rudder center of gravity was defined according to (Brix, 
1993). The axial velocity far downstream of the propeller plane and the 

thrust loading coefficient were defined as: 

CTh =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

8n2D2KT

πV2
A

√

Vinf = VA
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 + CTh

√

(11) 

The propeller slipstream velocity at the rudder was predicted from 
momentum theory and the slipstream radius behind the propeller and 
axial velocity were evaluated as: 

rinf = r0

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
2

(

1 +
VA

Vinf

)√

, where
{

r0 =
D
2

}

rx = r0

0.14
(

rinf

r0

)3

+
rinf

r0

(
|xR − xP|

r0

)1.5

0.14
(

rinf

r0

)3

+

(
|xR − xP|

r0

)1.5

Vx = Vinf

(
rinf

rx

)2

(12) 

Turbulent mixing attributed to the complex geometry of the pro-
peller blades, body and hub diameter in way of the fluid flow were 
defined as: 

Δr = 0.15|xR − xP|
Vinfr2

inf − VAr2

Vinfr2
inf + VAr2

Vcorr = (Vx − VA)
r2

(rx + Δr)2 + VA

(13) 

Longitudinal and lateral flow velocities on the rudder were defined 
according to (Matusiak, 2017) as: 

VX,R = Vcorr + qzR + yRr
VY,R = − v − rxR + pzR

(14) 

In turn, rudder forces were estimated according to (Matusiak, 2017) 
and the interaction between the root of the rudder and the body of the 
ship was defined according to (Molland and Turnock, 2007) as follows: 

Fig. 2. Representation of the rudder forces and flow velocity at the 
rudder plane. 
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Fig. 3. Linear estimation of roll damping in different operational conditions.  

Fig. 4. Reference technique for the estimation of hydrodynamic coefficients of TPTR.  
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XRud = − 0.5CDρ
(

V2
X,R+V2

Y,R

)
ARUD cos(γRβR)

+0.5CLρ
(

V2
X,R +V2

Y,R

)
ARUDsin(γRβR)YRud 

=
[
0.5CLρ

(
V2

X,R+V2
Y,R

)
ARUD cos(γRβR)+0.5CDρ

(
V2

X,R+V2
Y,R

)

ARUD sin(γRβR)
]
(1+aH)KRud = − YRudZRMRud = − XRudZRNRud = YRudXR

(15)  

CL =
2πΛeff

(
Λeff + 1

)
sin(α)

(
Λeff + 2

)2 λ,

where Λeff =
(

2 − 0.016
⃒
⃒
⃒
δ
π

⃒
⃒
⃒

)
Λgeom

CD =
1.1C2

L

πΛeff
+ CD0

(16) 

In the above Eqs. 15 and 16 the stall of the rudder was assumed to be 
30◦ and λ presents a lift reduction factor in way of the slip-stream radius 
defined according to (Söding, 1982) and (Brix, 1993) as: 

λ=
(

VA

Vcorr

)f

, where f = 2

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

2
2 +

0.886(r+Δr)
Crud

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

8

(17) 

The effects of vortical flow on the rudder were neglected. The in-
fluence of the hull ahead of the rudder was included in the rudder force 
as a factor of the order (1 + aH). This represents the increase of the 
lateral force due to the presence of the hull above the rudder root 
(Söding, 1982): 

aH =
1

1 +

(
4.9(xP − xR)

T + 3Crud
T

)2 (18) 

The propeller flow velocity forms an angle βR (see Fig. 2). Therefore, 
the total angle of attack α at the rudder, including the rudder deflection δ 
was defined as: 

βR =

(

tan− 1
(

VY,R

VX,R

))

α = δ + γRβR

(19) 

The above is based on the description of the rudder angle as illus-
trated in Fig. 2; γR is the flow straightening coefficient depending on the 
hull form and turning motion of the ship (Yasukawa and Yoshimura, 
2015). This idealization is of relevance for a scenario whereby a ship is 
maneuvering and the flow passing through the hull of the ship reduces 
the angle of attack on the rudder (Liu and Hekkenberg, 2017; Molland 
and Turnock, 2007). 

The flow straightening coefficient for a single screw and single pro-
peller configuration was then defined according to Lee and Shin (1998) 
as: 

γR = −
1.20501CBB

L
+ 0.7391, βR ≤ 0

γR = 2.7236
CBB

L
+ 0.021, βR > 0

(20)  

3.3.2. Twin Propeller Twin Rudder (TPTR) configuration 
The TPTR configuration assumed that both propellers have similar 

design characteristics and therefore hydrodynamic flow effects differ 

only in terms of flow-straightening coefficients. Accordingly, the twin- 
screw/rudder flow straightening coefficient was defined as: 

γR(p,s) = −
1.20501CBB

L
+ 0.7391, βR ≤ 0

γR(p,s) = 2.7236
CBB

L
+ 0.021, βR > 0

(21)  

3.4. Hull hydrodynamic in-plane forces 

As per (Taimuri et al., 2019) the in plane hull forces acting on an 
SPSR and TPTR configuration can be defined as: 

X′
Hull =X

′

vvv
′2 + X′

vrv
′

r
′

+ X′
rrr′

2
+ X′

vvvvv′
4Y ′

Hull =Y ′
vv

′

+ Y
′

rr
′

+ Y
′

vvvv
′ 3

+ Y ′

vvrv
′ 2r′

+ Y ′

vrrv
′ r′ 2

+ Y ′
rrrr′

3N ′

Hull =N ′

vv′

+ N ′

vvrv
′2r′

+ N ′

vvvv
′ 3
+ N ′

rr
′

+ N ′

vrrv
′ r′2 + N ′

rrrr
′ 3K ′

Hull = − Y ′

Hull(0.5T)
(22) 

In Eq. (22) the external sway hydrodynamic damping term (YHull) 
contributes to roll damping (KHull). The point of the lateral hull force 
(YHull) acts at some distance in between the still water line and the keel of 
the ship. This vertical distance can be calculated by a static drift test 

Fig. 5. Direction and slope of short waves in relation to the hull water-
line profile. 
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(Kim et al., 2007) or from charts available in literature (e.g. Hirano and 
Takashina, 1980). Along these lines, “0.5T” may be considered accept-
able estimate of effect of external sway force on roll moment. It is noted 
that the model does not account for coupling between yaw and roll 
motions. This is because during grounding the change in wetted surface 
area and flow over non-symmetrical part of the hull are minimal and 
hence maneuvering is not affected by the small amplitudes of heave, roll 
and pitch. Notwithstanding, to further justify this choice two different 
cases of calm water simulations at high speed deep waters and at low 
speed shallow waters were considered with yaw-roll coupled hydrody-
namic coefficients as per (Hirano and Takashina, 1980). In both cases 
time histories of motion are identical (see Fig. 3). At low speed and 
shallow turning circle trajectories are practically the same (see Fig. 3(a)) 
and at higher speed and deep waters some rather marginal differences 
become evident (see Fig. 3(b)).  

(a) Shallow water slow maneuver  
(b) Deep water fast maneuver 

The non-dimensional hull forces and velocities for a ship progressing 
with instantaneous velocity U were defined as: 

X ′

Hull =
XHull

0.5ρL2
PPU2

Y ′

Hull =
YHull

0.5ρL2
PPU2

N ′

Hull =
NHull

0.5ρL3
PPU2

v′

=
v
U

r′

=
rLpp

U

(23) 

The maneuvering hydrodynamic derivatives can be defined by CFD 
simulations, regression-based semi-empirical equations or model tests. 
The semi-empirical formulas presented in Table 6 (Appendix B) sum-
marize the hydrodynamic coefficients for an SPSR vessel. The 6-DoF 
surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw added mass approximations 
are summarized in (Appendix A, Table 5). Surge, sway and yaw added 
masses were defined according to (Brix, 1993; Clarke et al., 1982) and 
roll, pitch and heave added masses were defined from the strip theory of 
(Frank, 1967; Journée, 1992). 

3.5. Reference technique for the evaluation of maneuvering hull 
coefficients 

The empirical formulae presented in Table 6 (Appendix B), are for a 
single-screw vessel only. CFD or PMM based hydrodynamic coefficients 
of a TPTR ship could be used. However, CFD simulations or PMM tests 
are expensive. Thus, a novel reference technique that may be applicable 
to either SPSR or TPTR vessels was derived for the improved prediction 
of hull external forces. The method assumes that the changes in the 
hydrodynamic coefficients may be attributed to changes in the main 
particulars of a TPTR ship and are of the same order as for equivalent 
SPSR ships. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4, where as an example 
the hydrodynamic coefficients of a reference TPTR vessel known from 
PMM tests are defined as “Cref

true. The coefficients calculated using the 
combination of semi-empirical formulations presented in Appendix B 
are defined as “Cref

approx” and the corresponding coefficients for a new- 
build TPTR vessel are defined as “Cnb

approx“; “Cnb
estimate” is evaluated once 

a sufficient correlation of Cref
true with Cnb

estimate is established according to 

the formulae: 

Cnb
estimate =

(
Cref

true

Cref
approx

)

Cnb
approx (24) 

The linear reference technique proposed is essentially a model cali-
bration technique. The theoretical basis of this technique relies on the 
use of a correction factor namely Cref

true/Cref
approxthat (obviously) makes use 

of the results (model test Cref
true- known values from experiments and 

Cref
approx empirical formula) of the reference ship. This is done separately 

for each hydrodynamic coefficient producing a set of correction factors. 
These correction factors are then used to correct the new vessel (Cnb

estimate) 
hydrodynamic derivatives originating from the empirical formulas 
(Cnb

approx) for the new ship Eq. (24) (manuscript). The idea is to reduce the 
uncertainties of hydrodynamic coefficients of a twin-screw vessel when 
utilizing single screw semi-empirical hydrodynamic coefficients. Similar 
sort of approach is used for converting deep water hydrodynamic de-
rivatives to shallow water by means of a correction factor for linear and 
higher order hydrodynamic coefficients (Kijima et al., 1990; Vantorre, 
2001). 

3.6. Shallow water effects 

Shallow water corrections accounted for viscous resistance as per 
Raven (2016): 

Cv

Cvdeep

= 1 + 0.57
(

T
H

)1.79

for
T
H
< 0.5 (25)  

where, Cvdeep was calculated as per ITTC (2017b). The increase of added 
masses due to shallow water effects and surge damping were defined as 
per Ankudinov et al. (1990). Sway and yaw linear, higher-order and 
coupled hydrodynamic derivatives were approximated using a combi-
nation of Kijima et al. (1990b) and Ankudinov et al. (1990) formulations 
(see Table 7, Appendix C). Eq. (26), shows the implementation of the 
wake fraction, thrust deduction and flow-straightening coefficient in 
shallow waters according to Amin and Hasegawa (2010). 

wShallow =

(

1+
(

− 4.932+ 0.6425
CBL

T
− 0.0165

(
CBL

T

)2)

(TH)
1.655
)

*

wdeep
1 − tShallow

1 − tdeep
= 1 +

((

29.495D0 − 14.089
CBL

B
+ 1.6486

(
CBL

B

)2)

(
1

250
−

7
200

TH −
13
125

T2
H

))
γRShallow

γRDeep

= 1+

((

−
5129
500

+ 178.207
CBB

L
−

2745
4

(
CBB

L

)2)

(

−
1927
500

+
2733
200

TH −
2617
250

(TH)
2
))

; for TH ≤

(

− 0.332
T
B
+ 0.581

)

,
γRShallow

γRDeep

= 1+

(

−
541
4

+ 2432.95
CBB

L
− 10137.7

(
CBB

L

)2)(
T4.81

H

)

(26)  

3.7. Short waves 

A model that considers only short waves ( λ
LPP

≤ 0.5) was imple-
mented. Added resistance was assumed proportional to the square of 
wave amplitude (Faltinsen, 1990). The second-order mean short wave 
forces due to small wavelength were defined according to (Sakamoto 
and Baba, 1986) and the coordinate system of Fig. 5 as: 
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Fig. 6. Procedure and approach for simulating 6-DOF ship motions.  
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Fi = 0.5ρgζ2
a

∫

L1

{

cos 2(α)+ 2ω0U
g

[ − cosβw − cos(θ)sin(α)]
}

nidl (27) 

The surge, sway forces and yaw moment were defined as: 

FXSW = 0.5ρgζ2
a

∑n− 1

i=1

{

cos 2αi +
2ω0U

g
[ − NWX − NY sin αi]

}

NX dli (28)  

FYSW = 0.5ρgζ2
a

∑n− 1

i=1

{

cos 2αi +
2ω0U

g
[ − NWX − NY sin αi]

}

NY dli (29)  

MNSW =0.5ρgζ2
a

∑n− 1

i=1

{

cos 2αi+
2ω0U

g
[ − NWX − NY sin αi]

}

(x0NY − y0Nx) dli

(30)  

α= βw − ψ − β (31) 

Details on the numerical integration are shown in Appendix D, where 
the integration is performed along the non-shadow region of the hull 
waterline. For a sailing ship added resistance in short waves is affected 
by the draft of the ship described in (Liu et al., 2016). Hence, the draft 
and speed correction factor were incorporated in the equation of added 
resistance in short waves as: 

XSW = FXSW αT

(
0.87
CB

)1+4
̅̅̅̅
Fn

√

sec αWL , if
{

π
2

< α <
3π
2

}

, else

XSW = FXSW αT

(32)  

YSW =FYSW αT (33)  

NSW =MNSW αT (34)  

αT = 1 − e− 2kT , k is the wave number (35)  

4. Maneuvering simulations 

4.1. General approach 

The method developed is summarized in Fig. 6. The general partic-
ulars of the hull, resistance curve, rudder and propeller details were the 
assumed input. Hydrodynamic derivatives were then derived from semi- 
empirical formulations, model tests, CFD and/or their combinations. 
When considering shallow waters there is an increase in ship resistance, 
added masses and damping, incorporated in the model (Taimuri et al., 
2019). To maintain the rapidness of the method the influence of short 
waves was precomputed by numerically integrating the waterline and 
adding as input a response surface accounting for wave heading, ship 

speed and associated hydrodynamic actions (Chroni et al., 2015; Papa-
nikolaou et al., 2016). A Runge-Kutta solver of the 4th order was used to 
solve the differential equations (Matusiak, 2017). Since motions repre-
sented by Eq. (2), are coupled through acceleration terms, the equations 
were first de-coupled numerically and in turn accelerations were inte-
grated into velocities considering input from each time step. At the same 
time step velocities were integrated into position vectors using Eq. (1). 
The differential ordinary equation used to evaluate the rudder angle set 
by the autopilot controller was defined as Eq. (36), (Matusiak, 2017). 

δ̇= sgn(δT − δ)ωδ (36)  

4.1. Simulation cases 

Ship general particulars are summarized in Table 1. The method was 
tested and validated against experimental records for DTC (Chillcce and 
el Moctar, 2018); KVLCC2 and ONRT (SIMMAN, 2020) and key data 
made available from a shipyard for FSB. 

DTC and KVLCC2 resistances were obtained from the benchmark 
study of (Sprenger et al., 2015) and (Adolfo Marón, 2016) respectively. 
The (Holtrop and Mennen, 1982) method was utilized to obtain the 
resistance of ONRT and FSB ships (see Fig. 7). The open water propeller 
characteristics curve for DTC were defined as per (Sprenger et al., 2015) 
and for KVLCC2 according to (Stern et al., 2011). Based on propeller 
parameters the K-T curves of FSB were estimated based on the Wage-
ningen B-propeller series (Bernitsas et al., 1981) and for the ONRT 
propeller characteristics were gathered from (SIMMAN, 2020). A sum-
mary of all propeller parameters is given in Table 2. The Rudder details 
of the ships are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 1 
Ship general particulars.  

Vessels DTC KVLCC2 ONRT FSB 

Ship Class Container Tanker Naval Passenger 
Propulsion SPSR SPSR TPTR TPTR 
Source Sprenger et al. (2017) SIMMAN (2020) Luhmann (2009) 
Lpp [m] 355 320 154 216.8 
B[m] 51 58 18.78 32.2 
T[m] 14.5 20.8 5.494 7.2 
CB[ − ] 0.661 0.8098 0.535 0.661 

Sw [m2] 22032 27194 3592 7822 

xG,+ fwd [m] 3.4 11.136 − 2.5256 − 8.8 
GMt [m] 5.1 5.71 2.068 2.6299 
KG[m] 19.8 18.56 7.6384 15.18 
rxx[m] 20.3 23.2 8.335 14.17 
ryy[m] 87.3 80 37.884 54.2 
rzz[m] 87.4 80 37.884 54.2  

Fig. 7. Resistance curve of selected vessels.  

Table 2 
Propeller details and characteristic curves.  

Vessels DTC KVLCC2 ONRT FSB 

Source Chillcce and el Moctar (2018) SIMMAN (2020) Shipyard 
D[m] 8.911 9.86 5.2165 5.2 
P/D (0.7R) 0.959 0.721 – 1.167 
Ae/A0  0.8 0.431 – 0.936 
Z  5 4 4 5 
Np  1 1 2 2 
xP[m] − 158.7 − 153.5 − 70 − 104.2 
kT0  0.5122 0.3243 0.6426 0.583 
kT1  − 0.424 − 0.222 − 0.28965 − 0.23 
kT2  − 0.0882 − 0.148 − 0.0865 − 0.274  
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4.2. Selection of hydrodynamic coefficients 

Hydrodynamic coefficients were evaluated using the empirical 
formulation from the model test data of different ships given by (Clarke 
et al., 1982; Inoue et al., 1981; Khattab, 1984; Kijima et al., 1990a; Lee 
and Shin, 1998; Norrbin, 1970; Yoshimura and Masumoto, 2011) and 
are presented in Table 6, Appendix B. For both DTC and KVLCC2 Eq. 
(22) was used. Table 4 summarizes all hydrodynamic coefficients. The 
deep water semi-empirical formulae used for DTC are summarized in 
Table 6 in Appendix B. For deep waters KVLCC2 runs utilized model test 
hydrodynamic derivatives based on CMT measurements (Aksu and Köse, 
2017) and semi-empirical hydrodynamic coefficients (see Appendix B). 
For shallow waters derivatives were selected from CFD (Mucha, 2017) 
and semi-empirical hydrodynamic coefficients (see Appendix C). The 
reference technique makes use of similar hull form and comparable 
control devices (see Fig. 4). A twin screw David Taylor model basin 
surface combatant (DTMB-5415) was used as reference ship for ONRT 
with hydrodynamic coefficients based on the PMM tests of (Yoon, 2009) 
as reported in (Sukas et al., 2019b). The hydrodynamic coefficient of a 
twin screw ferry with a bow thruster were chosen for FSB as presented in 
(Yasukawa and Hirata, 2013) (see Table 4). 

4.3. Verification of heave, roll and pitch for the intended use 

The objective of the verification process was to qualify that a linear 
undamped dynamic response caused by a step-wise excitation is twice 
the stationary response (Matusiak, 2000; Thorby, 2008). Accordingly, 
heave, pitch and roll motion responses were evaluated by dynamically 
heaving, heeling and trimming the vessel. Step forces were applied to 
the ship separately and then dynamic displacement and rotation were 
observed before the system converges to steady-state. Fig. 8, illustrates 
the dynamic response to an impulse, for the case of KVLCC2. The 
maximum heave, roll and pitch responses due to step loading were 
quantified as 1.97, 2.0 and 1.975 times the steady-state response 
amplitude respectively. In turning circle tests steady motion may be 
achieved after some time of the rudder execution, where the vessel path 
remains circular and this circular diameter and steady vessel speed are 
utilized to build the centrifugal force acting on the ship (see Eq. (37) and 
Matusiak, 2000). Such centrifugal force will contribute to an external 
moment (Mφext ), the external moment will be equal to the static righting 
moment (Mst) (see Eq. 38). Therefore, the analytical form of the heeling 
angle at a steady turn can be evaluated as: 

Fφst = ρ∇ψ̇2DS

2
, whereψ̇ =

VS

0.5Ds
(37)  

Mφext ≈ ρ∇ψ̇VS (KG − 0.5T)
Mst = − ρg∇GM0φ 
Mφext + Mst = 0 
ρ∇ψ̇VS (KG − 0.5T) = ρg∇GM0φ 

φ ≈ ψ̇VS
(KG − 0.5T)

gGM0
(38) 

Simulation of the turning circle of KVLCC2 was performed at 35◦

rudder angle and 15.5 knots speed. Utilizing then Eqs. (37) and (38), the 
analytical steady yaw rate and heel angle were calculated as 0.51◦/s and 
0.259◦ respectively. Using simulations yaw rate and heel angles were 
estimated respectively as 0.5213◦/s and 0.255◦. These values show that 

Table 3 
Rudder specification.   

DTC KVLCC2 ONRT FSB 
SR [m2 ] 255 273.3 57.278 40 

AR[m2] 127.5 136.7 28.278 20 

ARmov[m2] 95.1 112.5 24.31 19.7 

ΛR  1.75 1.826 1.2 1.59 
xR [m] − 170.7 161.5 − 74.305 − 108.4 
zR[m] 5.05 6.5 2.85 4.3 

Rate of turn [
◦
/s] 2.25 2.34 5 5  

Table 4 
Hull hydrodynamic derivatives.  

Vessels KVLCC2 KVLCC2 DTC DTMB-5415 ONRT FERRY FSB 

Condition Deep Shallow Deep Shallow Deep Reference Vessel Deep Reference Vessel Deep 
Source Aksu and Köse 

(2017) 
Mucha 
(2017) 

Semi-empirical Semi- 
empirical 
Appendix B 

(Yoon, 2009) as 
reported in  
(Sukas et al., 2019b) 

Reference 
Technique 

Yasukawa and Hirata 
(2013) 

Reference 
Technique Appendix B Appendix C  

− 0.003 − 0.145 − 0.00073 − 0.0045 − 0.0029 − 0.00662 − 0.00562 − 0.00467 − 0.00294 
X′

vr  0 0.002 − 0.00108 − 0.0028 − 0.0009 − 0.00722 − 0.00528 − 0.00163 − 0.00128 

X′

rr  0.001 0 − 0.00084 − 0.0024 0.0001 − 0.00119 − 0.00157 0 0 

X′

vvvv  0.053 0 0.00777 0.0482 0.0191 0 0 0.01745 0.01127 

Y′

v  − 0.02 − 0.093 − 0.02526 − 0.1064 − 0.0101 − 0.01282 − 0.00925 − 0.01239 − 0.00914 

Y′

r  0.005 0.004 0.00494 0.0077 0.0019 0.00404 0.00255 0.00225 0.00097 

Y′

vvv  − 0.103 − 2.012 − 0.04142 − 0.2569 − 0.0598 − 0.08426 − 0.07173 − 0.08521 − 0.05022 

Y′

rrr  0 0.02 − 0.00047 − 0.0014 0.0019 − 0.00196 − 0.00209 0 0 

Y′

vrr  − 0.025 − 0.129 − 0.02638 − 0.1636 − 0.0235 − 0.08748 − 0.06162 0 0 

Y′

vvr  0.024 0.082 − 0.01393 − 0.0864 − 0.0151 − 0.0815 − 0.0689 0.02052 0.01561 

N′

v  − 0.009 − 0.034 − 0.00871 − 0.0389 − 0.0031 − 0.00722 − 0.00475 − 0.00361 − 0.00211 

N′

r  − 0.003 − 0.003 − 0.00305 − 0.003 − 0.0013 − 0.00213 − 0.00133 − 0.00241 − 0.00119 

N′

vvv  − 0.002 − 0.034 − 0.00124 − 0.0077 − 0.0163 − 0.01886 − 0.0142 − 0.01012 − 0.00168 

N′

rrr  − 0.001 − 0.01 − 0.00125 − 0.0037 − 0.0013 − 0.00219 − 0.00183 0 0 

N′

vrr  0.004 − 0.013 0.00619 0.0223 0.0018 − 0.02984 0.021851 0 0 

N′

vvr  − 0.019 0.014 − 0.00897 − 0.0085 − 0.0152 − 0.01891 − 0.01634 − 0.03004 − 0.01786 

1 The sign of the coefficient (Nvrr) of ONRT has been changed as the original sign gives the unrealistically small turn of the ship, which is by our opinion should be 
positive. This is also indicated by (Sakamoto et al., 2012)that the single run method and curve fitting method results in different sign of Nvrr and Yvrr . 
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there is a negligible difference of 2% percent between the numerical and 
analytical predictions. 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. DTC and KVLCC2 SPSR ships 

For DTC maneuvering simulations were compared to the work of 
(Chillcce and el Moctar, 2018) and results from EU FP7 SHOPERA 
project (http://shopera.org/). Fig. 9(a), illustrates good approximation 
of calm water turning circle trajectories. Minor fluctuations in the model 
test measurements appear possibly due to the reflection of the ship 
generated wave from the tank walls. Maneuvering in short waves seems 
to predict reasonable trajectories together with the translation motion 
only in the early stage of the turn. Drifting of the ship appears to deviate 
in head and following waves conditions (see Fig. 9(b,d)). Trajectories in 
beam seas follow the measured data. However, sway velocities are 
overpredicted in both head waves and following seas. This is reflected in 
the marginally imprecise drifting direction of the vessel’s trajectory in 
head and following waves. Inconsistencies may appear due to differ-
ences in draft and speed correction factors or due to the fact that short 
waves assume vertical walls in way of the waterline and only reflection 
of the waves is considered. The influence of short waves on rudder and 
propeller forces are also neglected. In any case, the profile of the 
translational motions is well apprehended in the simulations. Numerical 
simulations show that using semi-empirical based hydrodynamic 

Fig. 8. Verification of heave, roll and pitch motions, where the dynamic 
response is almost twice the stationary value. 

Fig. 9. DTC turning circle trajectories and translational motions for δ = 35◦ (a) Calm waters; (b),(c),(d) represent simulations in head, regular and beam regular 
waves respectively for wave height 2m and frequency 0.592 rad/s. 
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coefficients (see Appendix B) may lead to correct estimation of initial 
trajectories and motions in deep calm waters and short waves. For 
KVLCC2 results were compared with the free-running model test mea-
surements of (SIMMAN, 2020). Fig. 10, illustrates the calm water sim-
ulations in deep-sea conditions. Comparisons were made against 
experimental values made available from (SIMMAN, 2020). The trans-
lation and rotation motions estimated from EMP simulations appear to 
correlate well in way of the steady state part of the model test mea-
surements. Very little deviation was observed when CMT (Aksu and 
Köse, 2017) based hydrodynamic coefficients were used. The advance of 
the ship from simulations lies well within 2% of the measured data and 
therefore differences are numerically acceptable. It is possible that as-
sumptions in defining the rudder forces (e.g. semi-empirical definition of 
the flow straightening coefficient) may have lead to larger drift angle 
predictions of the ship. 

Fig. 11(a) and (b) illustrate the validation of 20◦/5◦ zig-zag and 35◦

portside turning circle maneuvers in calm - shallow waters conditions 
respectively. Differences in turning circle trajectory are more significant 

when EMP instead of CFD hydrodynamic derivatives are used (see 
Fig. 11(b)). This is not the case for zig-zag test with rudder angle of 20◦

(Fig. 11(a)). Moreover, the zigzag test validates well with the initial 
heading and yaw rate until the reach of the ship (zero heading after first 
execute). Afterwards, results start deviating. The drift angle is under-
predicted in comparison to the free-running model test (Fig. 11). 
Measured tests conducted in shallow waters for KVLCC2 at different 
model tanks confirm these variations (Eloot et al., 2015). A validation of 
the differences pertaining to deep and shallow water maneuvering 
phenomena are shown in Fig. 12. Simulations for KVLCC2 based on 
empirical hydrodynamic coefficients, confirm that the model behavior 
follows the physics of deep and shallow water simulations (Vantorre 
et al., 2017). Whereas the tactical diameter and steady turn rate in-
crease, irrespective to the trajectory the influence of sway motions and 
yaw rate remain small. The fact that a larger drift angle causes higher 
advance of the ship is related to the free under-hull flow effects. 

Fig. 10. KVLCC2 portside turn rudder angle of 35◦, speed 15.5 knots. Calm water turning circle using EMP and CMT based hydrodynamic derivatives.  

(a) 20◦/5◦ zigzag turn 35◦ portside turning circle 

Fig. 11. KVLCC2 shallow water H/T = 1.2 at 7.5 knots, compared with two FRMT measurements.  
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Fig. 12. Comparison of deep and shallow water simulation.  

Fig. 13. ONRT Turning circle 35◦ portside, 15.1 knots. Track plus time histories of relevant motions.  
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5.2. ONRT and FSB TPTR ships 

The maneuvering simulations and their validations presented in this 
section aim to demonstrate the reliability of the developed reference 
method (see Table 4 and Figs. 4 and 6) for TPTR vessels. ONRT trajec-
tories and motions comparisons were made against (SIMMAN, 2020). 
Fig. 13, illustrates the calm water 35◦ portside turning circle simulation 
of ONRT. Excluding heave displacement and heave velocity, the 

remaining 5-DOF motions have been presented along the ship’s track. 
The profile of all motions matches the trajectories from model test data. 
Advance of the ship is within 8% range of the measurement data. 
However, differences in numerical versus experimental surge and sway 
velocities and slower rate of change of ship heading angle results in 16% 
increase in ship transfer and tactical diameter. For the case of 20◦ zig-zag 
maneuver toward the starboard side shown in Fig. 14, reasonable tra-
jectories and time histories of motions were obtained. The 1st and 2nd 

Fig. 14. ONRT zigzag maneuver 20◦ starboard side, 15.1 knots. Track plus time histories of relevant motions.  

Fig. 15. FSB turning circle 15◦ starboard side (top), zigzag maneuver 10◦ portside (bottom). Track plus time histories of relevant motions. (19 knots).  
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overshot angles are within 15% of the free running model test. 
Notwithstanding, there is a slight decrease in the reach and period of the 
zig-zag maneuver (13% and 7% respectively). Other than pitch angular 
displacement all other translational and angular displacements and ve-
locities, match almost perfectly at the initial phase of the turning ma-
neuvers despite the small increase motion periods. The model does not 
take into account the roll induced pitch moment, which might explain 
the deviation in pitch behavior. For FSB calm water maneuvering 
simulation comparisons were based on numerical data provided by a 
shipyard. Fig. 15 (top) illustrates differences in the steady-state part of 
the turning circle maneuver. These discrepancies may relate to numer-
ical simulation uncertainties. The simulation of the zig-zag maneuver 
shown in Fig. 15 (bottom) is quite satisfactory. A slight decrease of the 
surge velocity drop of the ship is observed in all cases. This ranges from 
2% to 9% as compared to model experiments (see Figs. 13–15). The yaw 
rate from the model scale measurements is higher than computational 
results for the case of the turning circle trajectories (it varies between 11 
and 20%). Additionally, a phase shift in yaw is noticed in zig-zag ma-
neuver of ONRT. 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the turning circle and zig-zag trajectory com-
parisons of hydrodynamic coefficients that have been empirically esti-
mated using Eq. (22), Appendix B and Table 6, against those used in the 
reference technique for ONRT. When the empirical hydrodynamic co-
efficients for TPTR configuration ships are employed the yawing rate of 
the ship increases by 35%. For the FSB vessel turning circle the speed 
drop from empirical and reference techniques are almost equal (see 
Fig. 18 -top). This may be due to similar trends in increasing yaw rates. 
On the other hand, the trajectory obtained when the empirical formula is 
used is smaller. Although the speed drop matched well for the zig-zag 

maneuver of FSB (see Fig. 18 - bottom), amplitudes of motions are 
considerably larger than the ones simulated by the reference technique. 
In all cases only roll motion appears to match well against results when 
the empirical formulae is used. 

As illustrated in Figs. 16–18, that semi-empirical hydrodynamic co-
efficients for a SPSR ship (see Table 6; Appendix B) is not the best choice 
for estimating maneuvering of a TPTR vessel. This is because it shows 
poor performance in terms of evaluating ship trajectories and motion 
time histories. Therefore, the reference method as proposed above seems 
to give good results for ONRT and FSB, where the reference ship is a 
surface combatant for ONRT and a ferry with a bow thruster for FSB 
vessel. The key reasons of discrepancies may be attributed to the 
following:  

• During PMM tests the model is towed at a constant speed. On the 
other hand, the mathematical model accounts for the instantaneous 
ship velocity and assumes that the velocity drop may be overcome by 
making hydrodynamic coefficients non-dimensional.  

• For both ships resistances, wake fraction and thrust deduction are 
estimated from (Holtrop and Mennen, 1982) formulation. Similarly, 
flow straightening coefficients are semi-empirically calculated. One 
way to reduce certain level of uncertainties in the estimation of 
flow-straightening coefficient, wake fraction and thrust deduction 
factor is to implement the reference technique on these parameters 
obtained from similar kind of vessel. However, this approach lies 
beyond the scope of this publication. 

• The sources of uncertainties in the model scale PMM test are trans-
ferred to the reference techniques. Thus, results also depend on how 
well the experiments are performed. 

Fig. 16. ONRT turning circle test comparison. (empirical hydrodynamic coefficients against reference technique).  
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6. Conclusions 

This paper presents a 6-DoF modular maneuvering model and 
reference technique that may be used for the rapid estimation of 
maneuvering trajectories and motion time histories of single or twin- 

screw propulsion ships. Results were validated against experiments 
available for zig-zag and turning cycle trajectories of vessels with 
different hull forms and propulsion configurations. It was demonstrated 
that by suitably combining existing semi-empirical formulations for the 
hull, rudder and propulsion hydrodynamics found in literature into a 

Fig. 17. ONRT zigzag test comparison. (empirical hydrodynamic coefficients against reference technique).  

Fig. 18. FSB Turning circle (Top) and zigzag maneuver (bottom). (empirical hydrodynamic coefficients against reference technique).  
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single formulation satisfactory prediction of maneuvering trajectories 
for SPSR ships of differing type can be obtained. Whereas experimental 
data for a broader range of ship designs were not available it is believed 
that the reference technique proposed provides reasonable maneuvering 
predictions for TPTR ships with significantly different main particulars. 
It is therefore believed that the method and modelling approach pre-
sented could be used to simulate well ship dynamics. It is noted that 
whereas the model could also be combined with gusty winds, dynamic 
positioning or towing models, such applications are out of scope of this 
research that intends to better understand the influence of hydrody-
namic actions on hard grounding induced dynamic response. 
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Appendix A 

Table 5 
Approximation of Added masses.  

Xu̇ =
∂X
∂u̇  

m

π
̅̅̅̅̅
L3

∇

√

− 14
Brix (1993)  

Yv̇ =
∂Y
∂v̇  0.5ρL3

(

− π
(

T
L

)2(

1 + 0.16
(

CBB
T

)

− 5.1
(

B
L

)2))

Clarke et al. (1982)  

Yṗ =
∂Y
∂ṗ  

Yv̇(KG − 0.5T)Assumption  

Yṙ =
∂Y
∂ṙ  0.5ρL4

(

− π
(

T
L

)2(

0.67
(

B
L

)

− 0.0033
(

B
T

)2))

Clarke et al. (1982)  

Zẇ =
∂Z
∂ẇ  

− 1.08m (Crude approximation from strip theory calculation)Journée (1992)  

Zq̇ =
∂Z
∂q̇  

−
0.9IYY

L
(Crude approximation from strip theory calculation)Journée (1992)  

Kv̇ =
∂K
∂v̇  

Yṗ  

Kṗ =
∂K
∂ṗ  

− 0.2IXX(Crude approximation from strip theory calculation)Journée (1992)  

Kṙ =
∂K
∂ṙ  

− 0.0085IYY(Crude approximation from strip theory calculation)Journée (1992)  

Mq̇ =
∂M
∂q̇  

Zq̇LJournée (1992)  

Nv̇ =
∂N
∂v̇  

YṙClarke et al. (1982)  

Nṙ =
∂N
∂ṙ  0.5ρL5

(

− π
(

T
L

)2(

0.0833 + 0.017
(

CBB
T

)

− 0.0033
(

B
L

)))

Clarke et al. (1982)   

Appendix B 

Table 6 
Approximation of added damping  

X′

vv  
[
1.15CBB

L
− 0.18

]
T
L
Yoshimura and Masumoto (2011)  

X′

vvvv  
[

−
6.68CBB

L
+ 1.1

]
T
L
Yoshimura and Masumoto (2011)  

X′

rr  
[

−
0.085CBB

L
+ 0.008 +

x′

GYv̇
′

T

]
T
L
Yoshimura and Masumoto (2011)  

X′

vr  [0.117Yv̇
′

(0.5 + CB)]Lee and Shin (1998)  
Y′

v  
− π

(
T
L

)2(

1 +
0.4CBB

T

)

Clarke et al. (1982)  

Y′

vv  

(continued on next page) 
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Table 6 (continued ) 
[

0.09 − 6.5(1 − CB)

(
T
B

)]
T
L

→(TPTR)Inoue et al. (1981)  

Y′

vvv  
[

− 0.6469 (1 − CB)

(
T
B

)

+ 0.0027
]

Lee and Shin (1998)  

Y′

r  
− π

(
T
L

)2(

− 0.645 + 0.38
CBB
πT

)

Norrbin (1970)  

Y′

rr  
[

0.005758 + 0.4305(1 − CB)

(
T
B

)]
T
L

→(TPTR)Inoue et al. (1981)  

Y′

rrr  
(

−
0.023CBT

B
+ 0.0063

)

Lee and Shin (1998)  

Y′

vvr  
[
1.5TCB

B
− 0.65

]
T
L
Kijima et al. (1990a)  

Y′

vrr  −

(

5.95(1 − CB)
T
B
+ 0.11

)

Kijima et al. (1990a)  

N′

v  
− π

(
T
L

)2(

0.5 +
2.4T

L

)

Clarke et al. (1982)  

N′

vv0   
N′

vvv  
(

0.0348 − 0.5283(1 − CB)
T
B

)

Lee and Shin (1998)  

N′

r  
− π

(
T
L

)2(1.3192
π −

0.68228 CB

π −
0.00019

π
L2

T2

)

Khattab (1984)  

N′

rr  
−

(

− 0.146 + 1.8CB
B
L
− 6

(

CB
B
L

)2) T
L

→(TPTR)Inoue et al. (1981)  

N′

rrr  
[
0.25CBB

L
− 0.056

]
T
L
Yoshimura and Masumoto (2011)  

N′

vvr  
−

(

57.5
(

CBB
L

)2
− 18.4

CBB
L

+ 1.6
)

Kijima et al. (1990a)  

N′

vrr  0.5
CBT
B

− 0.05Kijima et al. (1990a)   

Appendix C 

Table 7 
Shallow water hydrodynamic derivatives formulation.  

Yv̇Shallow  gv*Yv̇Deep  

YṙShallow  gv*YṙDeep  

Nv̇Shallow  gv*Nv̇Deep  

NṙShallow  gnr*NṙDeep  

X′

vvShallow  
fyv*X′

vvDeep  

X′

vvvvShallow  
fyv*X′

vvvvDeep  

X′

rrShallow  
fnr*X′

rrDeep  

X′

vrShallow  
fyr*X′

vrDeep  

Y′

vvvShallow  
fyv*Y′

vvvDeep  

N′

vShallow  
fnv*N′

vDeep  

N′

vvvShallow  
fyv*N′

vvvDeep  

Y′

rrShallow  
fnr*Y′

rrDeep  

Y′

rrrShallow  
gnr*Y′

rrrDeep  

N′

rrrShallow  
gnr*N′

rrrDeep  

Y′

vvrShallow  
fyv*Y′

vvrDeep  

Y′

vrrShallow  
fyv*Y′

vrrDeep  

gv = K0 +
2
3
K1

B1

T
+

8
15

K2

(
B1

T

)2 
gnr = K0 +

8
15

K1
B1

T
+

40
105

K2

(
B1

T

)2 

fyv = 1.5fnr − 0.5 

fyr = K0 +
2
5
K1

B1

T
+

24
105

K2

(
B1

T

)2 

fnv = K0 + K1
B1

T
+ K2

(
B1

T

)2 
fnr = K0 +

1
2
K1

B1

T
+

1
3
K2

(
B1

T

)2
, where K0 = 1 +

0.0775
H2

T
−

0.011
H3

T
+

0.000068
H5

T
K1 = −

0.0643
HT

+
0.0724

H2
T

−
0.0113

H3
T

+
0.0000767

H5
T  

K2 =
0.0342

HT
; if

{
B
T

> 4 : K2 =
0.137

HT

B
T 

HT =
H
T
− 1 B1 = CBB

(

1 +
B
L

)2
;B2 = 0.83

B1

CB   
(

− TH +
1

(1 − TH)

0.4CBB
T

)

Y′

vDeep
(Kijima et al., 1990a) (Vantorre, 2001)  

Y′

vvShallow 

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝ − TH +

1

(1 − TH)

− 0.26CBB
T

+ 1.74

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠Y′

vvDeep  
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Table 7 (continued ) 

Y′

rShallow 
(1 + A1Yr TH + A2Yr T2

H + A3Yr T3
H)Y

′

rDeep  

N′

vvShallow 
(1 + A1Nvv TH + A2Nvv T2

H + A3Nvv T3
H)N

′

vvDeep  

N′

rShallow 

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝ − TH +

1

(1 − TH)

− 14.28T
L

+ 1.5

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠N′

rDeep  

N′

rrShallow 
(1 + A1Nrr TH + A2Nrr T2

H + A3Nrr T3
H)N

′

rrDeep  

N′

vvrShallow 
(1 + A1Nvvr

TH + A2Nvvr
T2

H + A3Nvvr
T3

H)N
′

vvrDeep  

N′

vrrShallow 
(1 + A1Nvrr TH + A2Nvrr T2

H + A3Nvrr T3
H)N

′

vrrDeep  

TH =
T
H 

A1Yr = − 5.5
(

CBB
T

)2
+ 26

CBB
T

− 31.5 A1Yrr = − 15600(1 − CB)
5 A1Yvvr = 21500

(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
− 4800(1 − CB)

T
B

+ 220 A1Nvv = − 240(1 − CB) + 57 

A1Nrr = − 1960
(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
+ 448 (1 − CB)

T
B
− 25 A1Nvvr = 91 CB

T
B
− 25 A1Nvrr = 40 CB

B
T
− 88 A2Yr = 37

(
CBB
T

)2
− 185

CBB
T

+ 230 A2Yrr = 116000(1 − CB)
5  

A2Yvvr
= − 40800

(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
+ 7500(1 − CB)

T
B
− 274 A2Nvv

= 1770(1 − CB) − 413 A2Nrr
= 12220

(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
− 2720(1 − CB)

T
B
+ 146 A2Nvvr

= − 515 CB
T
B
+ 144  

A2Nvrr = − 295 CB
B
T
+ 645 A3Yr = − 38

(
CBB
T

)2
+ 197

CBB
T

− 250 A3Yrr = − 128000(1 − CB)
5 A3Yvvr = − 90800

(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
+ 25500(1 − CB)

T
B

− 1400 A3Nvv = − 1980(1 − CB)+ 467 

A3Nrr = − 12160
(

(1 − CB)
T
B

)2
+ 2650(1 − CB)

T
B
− 137 A3Nvvr = 508 CB

T
B
− 143 A3Nvrr = 312 CB

B
T
− 678   

Appendix D 

The Figure illustrates the procedure of numerical integration along the non-shadow region of the waterline. 
The two components of the normal vectors n are NX and NY defined as 

NX = − (y2 − y1)NY = x2 − x1 

The length of the element is, 

dl=
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(NX)
2
+ (NY)

2
√

The direction of the waves is defined with the vector nw making an angle βw as shown in the figure. Following waves are defined when βw is zero. 
The components of the waves on a line each discretizes line-segments are: 

NWX = − cos(180 − βw)= cos(βw)NWY = sin(180 − βW)= sin(βw)

The angle between the two vectors is α. Now the dot product of the normal vector and the wave vector will give: 

n . nw =
NXNWX

dl
+

NY NWY

dl 

If the dot product is positive then the line segment is considered to be in a non-shadow region, and therefore integration is performed along the line. 
The angle α is obtained from the definition of the dot product as 

α= cos− 1(n . nw)
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